
Your Practice. Your Preference.
Your Productivity Solution.

Opal-RAD suite of data management services o�ers a�ordable

storage, recovery, and our new Opal-CLOUD. Delivering the

advanced Opal PACS and RIS features to you over the web, 

without the burden of hardware maintenance or obsolescence.

Enjoy limitless safe data viewing and storage with minimal up-

front cost. Our data management services are ideal for private 

practices, imaging centers, and community hospitals. Let

Viztek provide your practice with work�ow e�ciency, image

security, and piece of mind, all while adding to your facility’s

bottom line.

Opal-CLOUD
Go �lmless today! Viztek’s cutting edge 
Opal-RAD PACS is now available online. Fully
hosted, highly available, and quickly accessed
over Viztek’s �ber connections. Let Viztek 
host and maintain your PACS, dictations, 
transcriptions and exam reports.

Data Storage
With Viztek’s o�-site storage, your data is 
continuously monitored to ensure reliable 
availability when you need it. In the event of 
a disaster or primary archive failure, Viztek can
provide web-based viewing and even overnight
a replacement server with all of your data
imported and ready for deployment. 

Contingency Recovery Plan
In addition to image storage, Viztek is 
committed to ensuring speedy recovery of 
user accounts, images, database, annotations,
dictation, and reports. Uptime is not 
accomplished simply by providing access 
to images.

Secured Data, Unlimited Accessibility
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Total Package: PACS + IT Support
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Move your imaging needs to the cloud. Eliminate 
unnecessary IT issues and allow your practice to 
experience the growth and cost-cutting that Opal-
CLOUD creates. Opal-CLOUD is a great solution 
for both new and existing digital institutions.

KEY USES:
 - Share exams without burning CDs
 - Give consulting physicians instant access
 - Supplement your old PACS
  - Easy image sharing
  - O�site viewing and dictation  
              - Avoid large capital expenses for larger 
                 facilities such as Teleradiology practices 
                 and Multi-Physician Clinics

Advanced Functionalities and Features

- View images quickly from any Web-
   enabled PC with full DICOM 3.0 
   functionality

- Eliminates hardware obsolescence

- State-of-the-art DICOM viewer delivers
   powerful, intuitive workstation
   functionality with high-resolution
   multi-monitor support, anywhere

- Integrated Web-based audio dictation
   or voice recognition systems enable 
   report creation anywhere

- OnCall feature delivers designated 
   exams for remote viewing, anytime,
   anywhere

- Continuous monitoring of data to ensure
   availability

- Streaming technology optimizes data 
   transmission based on available 
   bandwidth to eliminate network 
   bottlenecks and speed image delivery

- Multi-modality, multi-vendor 
  functionality and compatibility

- PET, CT, Mammography, MR, X-Ray,
  Echocardiogram, Nuclear Medicine

- Quality Control (Q/C) functionality for 
   technologists

- Push/pull technology for �exibility 
   and speed

- CD burning, DICOM routing and DICOM 
   print functions

- MIP and MPR on-the-�y, as well as 3D, 
  Mammography, and Templating
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